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Competition of dark states: Optical resonances with anomalous magnetic field dependence
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A different type of optical resonance has been observed in Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy
when the pump beam has elliptical polarization slightly deviating from thes1 and the probe hass2 polar-
ization. An interpretation in terms of competition between two trap states and a dressed-atom model is pre-
sented. The observed extreme sensitivity of the resonance frequency to the external magnetic field is attributed
to the ‘‘scissors effect’’ of the dressed states’ crossing point.
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Discovery of the phenomenon of coherent populat
trapping~CPT! @1# and its numerous spectacular applicatio
~see Ref.@2# for recent review! is one of the most profound
achievements of atomic and laser physics. The essenc
this phenomenon is the existence of the superposition
atomic states that are uncoupled from the light field~the
dark, trap, or CPT states!. Recently, it has been shown th
in systems where multiple CPT states are possible, inter
ing competition between them occurs, which can have
portant consequences. In particular, the effect of ‘‘doub
dark’’ states has been investigated in Ref.@3# and it has been
shown that such states can be used to manipulate prope
of the quantum system over a wide range of parameters

Here, we report on our study of a different observed re
nance in saturated absorption spectroscopy in a Dopp
broadened Na-D1 line, which can be regarded as an expe
mental demonstration of such an effect. By setting differ
light polarizations and taking use of atomic velocity sele
tion, we were able to observe Doppler-free resonance
unusual characteristics. Their origin is attributed to the co
petition of CPT states, created by the strong pump beam
nearly circular polarization and tested by the weak pro
beam polarized orthogonally to the pump. In our experime
counterpropagating pump and probe light beams were g
erated by the same laser, contrary to most of earlier work
CPT @2#. These resonances are also interpreted in term
Doppler-free pump-probe spectroscopy of optically dres
atoms. Our observation is important for understanding
interaction of laser light with multilevel atomic gases, esp
cially where CPT plays a role and for practical spectrosco
where small polarization impurities could drastically chan
routinely recorded spectra. Particularly interesting is the
servation and explanation of unusually strong dependenc
the observed resonance position on the magnetic field.

The resonance is observed in geometry typical for
Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy~Fig. 1!. We
measure the intensity of the weak probe beam transmitte
a cell about 5-cm long containing sodium vapor at 403 K a
perturbed by a strong, counterpropagating pump beam.

*Present address: Lehrstuhl fu¨r Optik, Physikalisches Institut
Universität Erlangen–Nu¨rnberg, Staudtstrasse 7/B2, 91058 Erla
gen, Germany.
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cell is placed within a solenoid and surrounded by a tri
magneticm-metal shield. The shield reduces external ma
netic fields by a factor of 1023, not only the dc fields, but
also the ac fields radiated by the whole electronic equipm
Careful control of the magnetic field is a very importa
condition for our observations. This might be the reason w
these resonances were not observed earlier on this ex
sively studied transition.

The probe beam has exact circular polarization (s2) and
intensity 6 mW/mm2. Polarization of the pump beam i
nearlys1 and can be changed by allowing some elliptic
through a weaks2 admixture. With the pump of pures1

polarization and weak intensity~about 18 mW/mm2), one
records typical Doppler-free spectra due to velocity-selec
optical pumping@4# consisting of the hyperfine structur
~hfs! resonances and crossovers. The lowest curve in
2~a! shows such a spectrum for the laser frequency s
around theFg522Fe51,2 hfs components of the Na-D1
~589.6 nm! line. Different signs of the three components se
in the spectrum are due to different dynamics of VSOP
different lines@5#. When the pump-beam intensity increase
the spectrum components undergo strong broadening
eventually overlap.

When a small admixture of as2 component is allowed in
the pump beam, such that the ratio of thes1-polarized light
to the admixeds2 light intensitiesI 1/I 2 is 99.97:0.03, a
narrow resonance appears in the spectrum~seen at about 24
MHz in Fig. 2!, which is absent when the pump beam h
pure s1 polarization. Its width~11 MHz! is close to the
natural linewidthG510 MHz of theD1 line and its position
is different from the hfs transitions and from the cross-ov

-

FIG. 1. Simplified experimental setup: Na is the sodium cell
the solenoid producing longitudinal magnetic fieldB. The cell is
placed in a three-foldm-metal magnetic shield. PMT denotes ph
tomultiplier.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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frequency. The position of the resonance does not notice
depend on the intensity nor the ellipticity (I 1/I 2) of the
pump beam. The increase of the ellipticity causes instea
strong increase of the amplitude and width of the resona
For still higher ellipticity~up to 99.2:0.8! or for higher pump
intensity, other narrow resonances appear, as seen at a
118 MHz on top curves in Fig. 2. For comparison, Fig. 2~b!
shows signals calculated as explained below.

The position of the resonances, though immune to
pump field intensity, appears to be extremely sensitive to
intensity of the longitudinal magnetic field B. Figure 3 show
the dependence of the resonance frequency on B, take
several values of the pump beam intensity. As seen in
figure, the slope of this dependence is one order of ma
tude stronger than the Zeeman shift of the nearby ato
lines. Hence, the resonance cannot be simply related to
transition between Zeeman-shifted magnetic sublevels of
unperturbed ground and excited states.

Below we interpret the resonance in terms of the CPT
electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT! @2#, and by
using the dressed-atom model@6#. Due to optical pumping of
the strong, circularly polarized pump, not all sublevels of

FIG. 2. Saturated absorption spectrum of theD1 sodium line
nearFg52→Fe51,2 hfs components~at 0 and 189 MHz, respec
tively! for I 1/I 2599.97:0.03. The Doppler background is su
tracted by a lock-in. Spectra correspond to different Rabi frequ
ciesV13 of the u1&→u3& transition, curves are off-set vertically fo
better visualization.~a! experimental results,~b! calculated signals.

FIG. 3. Positions of the resonancesvLt @vLt(0)'24 MHz, tri-
angles and lower line of black dots# andvLs @vLs(0)'118 MHz,
upper black dots# versus the magnetic field.I 1:I 2599.97:0.03.
The dashed line is the Zeeman shifted atomic transitionFg52,mg

52→Fe51,me51. ~a! experimental results,~b! calculated posi-
tions for different values ofV13.
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Na-D1 line need to be considered. The relevant ones
uFe52,me51&, uFe51,me51&, and uFg52,mg50&, uFg
52,mg52&, labeled respectively,u1&, u2&, u3&, and u4&.
They form a double-L scheme and are shown in Fig. 4~a!
together with the transitions induced by all light fields.

a. CPT interpretation.The elliptically polarized pump
light can create superpositions in the ground state, which
not absorb pump light~CPT states!. If one considers only the
‘‘upper L ’’ ~statesu1&, u3&, and u4&) and takes the probe a
negligibly weak, such CPT state is

ufnu&5cosau4&2sinau3&,

where tana5V14/V13, V ik is the Rabi frequency for thei
2k transition. In the case of the weaks2 component of the
pump,V i3@V i4 ( i 51,2), this superposition consists main
of stateu4&, ufnu&}V13u4&. If one considers the ‘‘lowerL,’’
there is another nonabsorbing superpositionufnl& of the
ground levels, consisting again mostly of stateu4&, ufnl&
}V23u4&. Admixtures of statesu4& to ufnu& and ufnl& de-
pend onI 1 and I 2 and have opposite signs because of o
posite signs of the dipole matrix elements for the 321 and
322 transitions. In each of the CPT states absorption of
s2 pump light is zero, despite efficient populating of sta
u4& via incoherent optical pumping of the strongs1 pump. A
specific case is created when interaction with both hyper
transitions has the same strength. In our case of the NaD1
line, this happens when the pump beam detunings~in the
atomic frame! from the 322 transition and from the 321
one are in 1:3 proportion, since the transition probabil
ratio is 1:3. The pump beam is then atvx5v231Dx , where
Dx5Dhfs/4, i.e., is detuned by 1/4 of the hyperfine splittin
Dhfs above the lower 322 transition. Atvx the two CPT
states,ufnu& and ufnl& interfere fully destructively, which
results in nonzero absorption of thes2 pump decreasing
population of stateu4&. Competition offnu and fnl has a
dramatic effect on the Zeeman coherences34. This coher-
ence, which is the essence of the CPT, undergoes reso
changes aroundvx ~curvesa in Fig. 5!. The changes are
strongest when dipole moments for 321 and 322 transi-

-

FIG. 4. Double-L model in the~a! bare- and~b! dressed-state
representation. Statesu3&, u2&, andu1& are dressed by thes1 pump
field ~thick solid arrow! that yields statesus(N)&, ur (N)&, and
ut(N)&. The probe field~dashed arrow! couples statesu1& and u2&
with u4&. The s2 component of the pump field~thin solid line!
interacts with the same transitions as the probe.
2-2
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tions have different signs. For the case of the same signs
for ufnu&5ufnl&, there is no competition and no variation
s34, @Fig. 5~b!#.

Population of stateu4& is tested by the probe beam, who
frequency in the atomic frame can be tuned by the Dopp
effect. Absorption of thes2 probe experiences a stron
change in the vicinity of 421 and 422 transitions. We look
for the particular case, for which the pump beam is detu
by Dx and the probe is in resonance with either of the atom
transitions. These resonance conditions can be met onl
atoms with nonzero velocity when the laser frequency~in the
laboratory frame! is midway betweenvx and v23 or v13.
The resulting resonances have thus a cross-over chara
For this frequency the probe experiences reduced absorp
~EIT!. Since the probe interrogates a usual dipole transi
and, on the other hand, thes34 resonance width is deter
mined by the 10 MHz natural width of the Na-D1 line ~see
Fig. 5!, the cross-over resonance has similar width.

b. Dressed-state interpretation.We can also consider th
atomic energy levels dressed with the principals1 compo-
nent of the pump field, which we call the dressing pum
After transformation to a dressed-state frame, the four
evant energy levels look as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Two weaker
s2-polarized light beams: the admixture to the pump~which
we call the s2 pump! and the probe, act on the dress
states. Since these beams are counterpropagating, the
now be regarded as the pump and probe beams, respect
in the Doppler-free spectroscopy of the atoms dressed by
strongs1 component.

In Fig. 6 we present the energy structure of the dres
double-L system of Fig. 4~b!, as a function of the frequenc
of thes2 pump in the atomic frame,vs . The straight line in
Fig. 6 represents energy of the unperturbed levelu4& plus the
energy of one pump photon. Since all beams we are con
ering here are produced by the same laser, changingvs
changes not only thes2 pump frequency, but also modifie
the dressed states. This simultaneous modification is
main difference between standard saturated absorption s
troscopy and the saturated spectroscopy of dressed at
Our experimental arrangement, where all three relevant l
beams stem from the same laser, also differs strongly f
the standard pump-probe studies of CPT and EIT@2#, where
usually the strong pump had constant intensity and freque

FIG. 5. The ground level coherences34 vs pump beam fre-
quencyvs for an atom at rest,V1356.2G and B50. ~a! our case of
V1352A3 V23, ~b! the case of uFnu&5uFnl&, i.e., V13/V23

5V14/V24. Optical pumping from any other than the four intere
ing levels is neglected for clarity.
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and only the weak probe was tuned across the range o
terest.

In any saturation spectroscopy experiment, it is requi
that pump and probe beams are resonantly coupled fo
given velocity class of atoms. In our case, thes2 pump
beam interacts resonantly with the dressed atom when
solid line in Fig. 6 crosses either one of the dressed sta
For the system of interest, this happens only when thes2

pump beam is in resonance with theu4&2ur (N)& transition,
i.e., at a single frequencyvx5v231Dx . This value is deter-
mined exclusively by the ratio of the transition probabiliti
on 322 and 321 transitions, as described above.

The resonant change of transmission of thes2 probe
beam occurs whenever the probe beam is in resonance
transitions fromu4,N& to any of the three states:ur (N)&,
us(N)&, or ut(N)&. The requirement of simultaneous res
nance of the pump and probe defines the relevant ato
velocity group. The first of these simultaneous conditio
can be met for the zero velocity group of atoms~regular
resonance!, the two other cases are fulfilled by the nonze
velocity atoms ~cross-over resonances!. In the laboratory
frame this occurs for laser frequencies:vLr5vx , vLs
5(vx1v4s)/2, and vLt5(vx1v4t)/2. At vs5vx the
ur (N)& state is

ur ~N!&5~coswu1,N&2sinwu2,N&)sinu1cosuu3,N11&,

tanw5V13/V23, tanu52A(V13/3)21V23
2 /Dhfs. For our

case tanu!1, theur (N)& state has only a small admixture o
excited states, the regular resonance transition is very w
and therefore, we do not see it in our spectra. In the exp
ment we clearly observe the crossover at frequencyvLt and
the second crossover atvLs with much smaller amplitude
They are seen in Fig. 2~a! at about 24 MHz and 118 MHz
respectively. In this dressed-state interpretation, the chan
of the probe absorption are directly related to the EIT p
cesses in either of theV structures:ur ,N&2u4,N&2ut,N& or
ur ,N&2u4,N&2us,N&. Still, since the dressed states are s

FIG. 6. Dressed-state energies~dashed lines! versus pump fre-
quencyvs for atom at rest,V1353.7G and B50. The continuous
line shows the energy of the fourth unperturbed level,u4,N&, plus
the energy of one photon of the pump beam,\vs . The intersection
of this line with any of the dotted lines~shown here in the circle!
indicates the position of adressed-state resonancevx . This reso-
nance appears here only forv231Dx ,Dx/2p547.7 MHz.
2-3
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perpositions of the unperturbed ones, they also involve
s34 coherence and it can be easily shown that the two
tures are equivalent.

The dressed-state analysis allows also an easy explan
of the most striking feature of the observed resonance
anomalously strong magnetic field dependence of the r
nance positionvz ~B!. In a weak magnetic field the unpe
turbed levelu4,N& is shifted by gmBmgB ~g is the Lande´
factor, mB the Bohr magneton,mg is the ground-state mag
netic number!, while the dressed states remain almost un
fected @8#. Since the slope of levelu4,N& versus detuning
~solid line in Fig. 6! is almost equal to the slope of th
dressed levelur (N)&, the effect of the translating levelu4,N&
by gmBmgB is such that the crossing of these two lines, i.
the value ofvx , changes rapidly with B, thescissors effect.
With the increase of the dressing field intensity, the cross
angle between the two lines increases, and the magnetic
dependence becomes less strong~Fig. 3!.

We investigate further our four-level model. Assuming p
rameters~hyperfine splitting, electric dipole moments, etc!
of the transitions between particular sodium sublevels,
calculate the absorption coefficient of the Doppler broade
medium in the density matrix formalism. We solve the a
propriate Liouville-von Neumann equation semiclassically
steady-state approximation, taking into account all orders
the pump field amplitudes and the first order of the pro
field amplitude. We assume that the absorption of the pr
beam depends only on population differences introduced
the elliptically polarized pump beam. To obtain proper sig
of the resonant probe beam absorption changes@comparable
to the experimental data shown in Fig. 2~a!#, we assume
appropriate resonant optical pumping into statesu3,N& and
u4,N&, which does not influence the nonoptical coherenc
o

y,
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The calculated, velocity averaged absorption spectra are
sented in Fig. 2~b!. The calculated and observed spec
agree very well, in particular two resonances are well visi
around 24 MHz and 118 MHz. Their positions agree with t
positions of dressed-atom cross-over resonances, desc
above.

The described resonance is due to EIT resulting fr
competition between two CPT states associated with
coupledL systems~multilevel interference!. This effect can
be viewed as an interesting interplay of dressing and pu
ing of a multilevel system by appropriately polarized cou
terpropagating beams. It can also be regarded as experim
tal realization of the double-dark states, recently discusse
Ref. @3#. We show that it can be observed in a very simp
setup with just one laser. The effect could be important
practical situations where laser beams are not in a pure
larization state. It should be noted that this resonance dif
from the one studied by Himbertet al. @7#, which appears for
three-level atoms of nonzero velocity and the pump beam
comparable intensity of the two circular components. In o
case it is essential to consider doubleL, i.e., a four-level
system, and most importantly, the resonance appears to b
order of magnitude more sensitive to the magnetic field th
Zeeman splitting. Indeed, due to the scissors effect,
crossing point of dressed states in Fig. 6, or equivalently
maximum of destructive interference of two CPT stat
moves significantly with only a small variation of the ma
netic field.
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